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Dear readers
Lent newsletter 2018
It’s a bit of a catch 22, is it not, having Valentine’s
Day on the first day of Lent? Who is going to eat all
those chocolates that we may/may not be received?
Brian and I had a bit of pre-Valentine romantics
Tuesday evening when a lightning strike lit up the
electric transformer down the road, necessitating a
lovely little candle-lit supper. We placed our chairs
by the open door and watched the rain dancing on
the deck and the pyro-technics in the sky.
In his address, Tony takes up the theme of Lent
and its origins and gives practical suggestions on
ways to make this period meaningful for us as
Christians. Tony has included an escape clause for
those giving up the likes of chocolate and other
vices – you’re off the hook on Sundays!

Stan Ridge has been an integral part of our
congregation for so long and we will sorely miss
him. Elaine has sent us a succinct, but beautiful
tribute to Stan, which not only encompasses most
of the things we know of him, such as his great
energy, enthusiasm, scholarship, mentoring skills
and his great love of God, but also portrays his fun
side, his acting ability and his talent as a
photographer. He is described as “a greatly loved
man who made so many people want to be better”.
Let us all try to do just that.
I am forever going on about the wealth of talent we
have in our United Church community, and we have
uncovered yet another family of gems. Thinus
Booysen is a “water warrior” extraordinaire.
Suzanne has given us an abridged version of the
article that appeared in a publication at the end of
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last year. Basically, Thinus has developed a device
known as Dropula, which, when installed, can
monitor water usage continuously. It is an ingenious
device and has already saved many thousands of
litres of water.
Thinus and his remarkable family are currently on a
six-month sabbatical in New Zealand where he will
be looking into further advances in green energy.
Jane Plantinga has been in touch with them and
gives us insight into their daily life “down under”. It
sounds like he and his wife, Ronelle, and their two
young children, have fitted into the Kiwi lifestyle just
fine.
And, of course, a newsletter in February 2018
would not be complete without water-saving tips. It
is amazing how innovative one can become when
the need arises. So take heed, all, and realize that
little water is the new normal.
Our Book Corner reveals a new find in the form of a
fantastic reviewer. Delice Thompson brings firstly a

personal touch and then a professional one, as she
reviews Defiance: The life and choices of Lady
Anne Barnard. I am hoping that Delice will become
a regular reviewer as she certainly knows her stuff.
Art with Heart sends you off on a quest to the
Botanical Gardens. And then, would you believe it?
Our Madrigal Singers are off to perform in the Big
Apple (that is New York for those who do not know
it!). I say “our”, as Harri Kemp is of course heart and
soul of the ensemble. Please support them in their
fundraising endeavours. All information to do so is
available right here!
We wrap up with newsflashes, events past and
present and, of course, ways to get involved. Sadly,
one of the past events was “Eat Ice-cream for
Breakfast Day”. I had no idea!?
Happy ”Lenting” all.
Jane v Wilgen
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MESSAGE FROM TONY
Dear United Church family
By the time you read this we will already be in the
period called Lent in the Christian calendar. It is
the time of year that leads up to Easter and it’s a
time of reflection, confession and reconciliation.
The term “lent” comes from the word lente,
meaning “spring”, because, in the Northern
Hemisphere, this time of the year is spring. The
season begins with Ash Wednesday on 14
February, and ends with Good Friday on 29
March. The night before Ash Wednesday,
traditionally called Shrove Tuesday in the church,
is a time when we feast before the fast. Since the
next 40 days are spent in fast, it became
traditional for people to gather together and eat
pancakes.
The word “shrove” comes from the word shriven,
which means to absolve or remit sins. The day
would be a day of repentance and selfexamination and confession, ending in a feast
celebrating forgiveness of sins.
There are a few things which would be good to do
during the time:
1. Pick one of your favourite things and give it up
for Lent. The idea is not only that you should
give it up but that you should fill the space with
a spiritual discipline. Try saying the Lord’s
Prayer (thoughtfully) every time you would
normally have that treat, or even every time
you think about it. Remember that you don’t
need to fast on Sundays because each one is
a “Mini Easter”, which is why it’s called the
Lord’s day, and it is a time for celebration, not
fasting (Luke 5:34).

3. Lent is a time to look to the cross. Jesus took
upon Himself the full curse of our sin. Confess
your sin to Him and ask for the forgiveness He
has paid for on the cross. The time of
Passover, which the early Christians
celebrated with their Jewish family, was a time
of remembering the deliverance from Egypt.
Jesus redefined this at the Last Supper, where
He made the Passover meal a celebration of
His death and resurrection.
4. Lent is also a time for reconciliation. This
means asking for forgiveness from those
whom you’ve hurt and making an attempt to
restore to them what you may have taken.
Chose forgiveness! It will set you free.
Reconciliation is not only about wrongs,
however. There may be a person that you
haven’t spoken to for a long time. It’s great to
use Lent as an excuse to contact them and
simply catch up and renew the friendship.
5. Finally, Jesus reminds us, in Matthew 6:16-18,
that fasting is a private matter between you
and the Lord. It is a good thing to keep it that
way and keep up the discipline of prayer and
fasting.
Remember, chocolate is full of processed sugar,
fat and cholesterol, inducing baddies  (I’m just
saying…). And may the Lord bless you as you
celebrate the lead-up to Easter and Jesus’ death
and resurrection.
Lots of love
Tony

2. A regular fast is also a possibility, skipping an
entire meal for the purpose of prayer and
Scripture study. In Christian tradition, the fast
has always been a discipline aimed at building
gratitude and an awareness of God’s
presence. Jewish people are about to
celebrate Passover at this time and do not fast
now. This is partly so that they can feel more
acutely the absence of leaven, or yeast, in the
bread at Passover and partly because it is a
time of celebration.
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A TRIBUTE to STAN RIDGE
by Elaine Ridge
STANLEY GORDON MOYSEY RIDGE
A greatly loved man who made so many people want to be better.
Stan Ridge died peacefully on 30 January in the
sure knowledge that “to die is gain”.
A colleague and friend, David Atwell, aptly
describes him as articulate and wise, and
compassionate whose wonderful erudition always
translated into practical terms and aimed at
human flourishing.
He seemed to have endless energy which he
poured into a huge variety of areas. Some of
these are well known such as Rotary, Abe Bailey
alumni, the English Academy, NELM, PROBUS,
Babette Taute Trust and Innovation, and we as a
congregation benefitted greatly from his role as
Session Clerk/Secretary of Council for Jimmy
Stevenson, David Hunter and Tony Robinson, as
well as his fine preaching. Countless students
and staff were inspired by his teaching and
leadership as an academic and administrator. He
revelled in his time at UWC, helping to make it
the fine university it is today. He had a
phenomenal knowledge of plants and animals
which he delighted in sharing with his children,
grandchildren and friends of all ages. His excellent photographs of the wildflowers in the park and wetlands
near the Scout Hall not only provide a record, but show the wonders of God’s creation.
Less well known is that he was a very good handyman. A neighbour couldn’t believe his eyes when he saw
Stan under our Beetle, doing some necessary maintenance. Once during a holiday in Swellendam, he
helped to get the dam pump working again. That was the farm boy in him!
He also had a delicious sense of fun. He was able to put on the most convincing accents and revelled in
playing telephone pranks; in 1977 he won the Cape Times Best Actor Award (Amateur Production) for his
hilarious portrayal of Mr Rootman, a farmer from the Karoo, in Steve Curtis’s play ‘Their solitary way’
produced at the Libertas Theatre; and at our Church bazaars in the Town Hall and on the Markotter fields he
was a very entertaining compere – donning all kinds of clothing or using witty patter to drum up custom.
More recently, he joined Daniël and Petrus Schoonwinkel and Adrien d’Voy in a very entertaining version of
“Whose line is it anyway” at the Camp Concert.
He was a man of deep faith and integrity, and was never afraid to speak out when necessary – right from his
university undergraduate days at Natal University: as President of the SRC, when NUSAS was vilified in
propaganda on the radio, he went onto the air to counter this clearly and truthfully, but for years the Special
Branch treated him as ‘a person of interest’. No one was happier than he was when the first democratic
election was held in South Africa and he served as a Counting Officer for the Independent Electoral
Commission.
May God help us to answer His call to be loving and courageous and to seek God’s justice for all – as Stan
so remarkably did.
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PROF. THINUS BOOYSEN: Our very own water hero
by Suzanne Opperman-Kemp
The following article is an abridged version of a feature by Marelize Potgieter, which was originally published
in YOU magazine (7 December 2017).
One university professor is taking steps to conserve water to the next
level. Thinus Booysen has come up with a water-monitoring device that’s
already saved six million litres of water and thousands of rands. The
Stellenbosch University professor’s brainchild is called Dropula and since
May the device has been installed in 60 Western Cape schools. But this
is just the beginning. The plan is to have Dropulas installed in about 300
schools over the next few months when it’s expected to save a whopping
three million litres of water a day. Booysen (39) and his research team –
known as Bridgiot – have also been feverishly at work creating
awareness in schools about the water crisis.
The device consists of a box containing software that’s connected via
copper cable to the existing municipal water metre. The software
communicates water usage via cellphone technology to a server.
Schools can access the data on the internet at any time, allowing them to see how much water is being
used, when usage is at its highest and how much it will cost.
The Bridgiot team monitors schools’ water usage and if they notice a sudden spike they’ll notify them via
SMS or email so they can instantly check whether something untoward has happened.
Booysen says a big problem for schools had been the delay in water billing. Normally you only get to see two
months down the line if a pipe has burst – but with the smart water metre the feedback is immediate and
action can be taken straight away.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bridgiot are the winners of the 2017 Mail & Guardian Greening the Future Award.
See just how much water their handy device has saved so far on the official website of Bridgiot.
You can also watch this fun and informative video to learn more about Dropula
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A little more about Stellenbosch United’s very own water saving ROCKSTAR family
by Jane Plantinga
Before the Booysen family left for New Zealand, I had the pleasure of a brief email correspondence with
water-saving rockstar Prof. Thinus sharing some of their plans and reflections.
Apparently his wife, Ronelle (an economics professor), will continue her normal research (Developmental
Health Economics, NPO/NGO accountability) and other things that make the world a better place, and
Thinus will be collaborating on sustainability with regard to energy and water, together with a bit of
behavioural work in transport at Waikato University in Hamilton, New Zealand.
This destination was chosen, as New Zealand is quite advanced with green energy and Thinus already had
some existing networks there. Originally they wanted to go for a year, but six months was the longest his
department was willing to set him free!
The children, Hannah and Kara, will be attending Silverdale Normal School, a few hundred metres from their
home on campus.
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Thinus emailed me recently:
“The kids and I, since we do not have a car, have walked 65 km in the first
week, but they were rewarded royally every day with a soft serve and a
swim.
“The kids are loving school here, and have made friends already. Hannah’s
teacher is from SA, which seems to be a common phenomenon over here!
The Kiwis are a bunch of boere, meaning we eat home-grown tomatoes,
eggs from the coop, granadillas from the vine – the kids are loving that too.
Picture attached is of Hannah and Kara fetching eggs, and Hannah’s has
manure on it – something she realised after it was too late.
“We also were fortunate enough to go and see the Blitsbokke play in the
HSBC sevens in Hamilton (our home town), but had to do so
under brollie cover, of course.
“Ronelle only joined us on 5 Feb, so she is still utterly jetlagged.
The kids were ecstatic to see her after two weeks, of course”.
Before Thinus left he emailed me this reflective response about
the “excitement” of the upcoming venture:
“We are excited, but also quite apprehensive about the long stay
away from friends and family. After returning from the UK and
having children in 2009, it took us about 5 years to make
wonderful friends here in Stellenbosch, so leaving them behind is
a bit daunting for us. Especially with ageing parents. We are,
however, looking forward to the inevitable broadening of our
horizons and the great exposure for the kids...”
Having taught Hannah in WRM back in the day (and remembering
her independence and love of books) and hearing Roxy Burns
(childminder, pre-departure packing) describing her and Kara as
having fantastic imaginations with the ability to keep themselves entertained for hours, I, Jane P, can
imagine them blossoming in this new environment.
Thinus continued: “One of the blessings of having two academics in the house is that we have the freedom
of mobility. Visits like these are wonderful in that they bring you to a place where your life in some remote
place is quite simple and basic, with a lot of the noise of the daily routine and “stuff” muted for a few precious
weeks/months. It is a lovely time for reflection, to spend time with the spouse and kids, and to build
relationships (which quite often fall by the wayside with academic parents). So we will walk to school, walk to
work, eat basic, and enjoy a simple life. Another nicety is that you have to work very carefully with money
during such a stay, since it is a lot more expensive down there – this reinforces a frugal mind set, and makes
one feel more in touch with those (majority) who do not have the ridiculous abundance of wealth that many
(minority) of us enjoy in SA.
“We will be visiting Prof Alan Brent (previously from Stellenbosch) at Victoria Uni in Wellington, and will be
visiting Otago University in Dunedin. In-between, we will be sure to visit coastal towns like Raglan and towns
with rich Mauri heritage like Tauranga and Rotorua. Ronelle wants to go to Fiji, but I am to be convinced...”
Being reminded by Roxy of Kara’s amazing argumentative skills, I think she will be doing the convincing,
aided and abetted by Ronelle and Hannah, who Thinus freely
admits, have been driven half crazy with his determination to save
water bordering on the obsessive.
It seems to me,that as obsessions go, Thinus, this is a pretty
healthy one. Bravo!
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LITTLE WATER: The new normal
Below is a list of things we can do NOW (and might have to do from
now on anyway) to avoid Day Zero:
1. Stock up on bottled water exclusively for drinking while the water
stations figure themselves out.
2. Use dry shampoo or baby powder to prolong the time between
washes (you will not be able to wash anyways).
3. Wee Pong (a flush alternative).
4. Make a solution of vinegar and water, or Stay-soft and water, to
spray clothes and hang up to air.
5. Paper plates are not eco-friendly. However, if you are braaing, use
the used paper plates in the fire. As an alternative, make up a spray
bottle with rinse-free dish soap and water, and wipe down lightly
dirtied dishes with that.

This is now the new normal (for some
of us), water is, and has always been,
a scarce resource and we will have to
learn live carefully with it. There are
many TedX talks on the global water
situation, so you can educate yourself
in this regard and know that it is not
just a current problem that will go away
with the first rains.
Search on Youtube for “Global Water
Shortage”

6. Water purification tablets for the rain water we are able to catch.
7. Milton to add to water to wash veg. With the listeriosis outbreak we can't afford not to wash our fresh
produce!
8. Hand sanitizer.
9. Bicarb and vinegar, amazing cleaning supplies that don't destroy water for grey use.
10.Dodgy tummy prep: Rehydrat, Medizine, Immodium, Buscopan, probiotics and extra toilet paper.
11.Have a sponge bath with a small bucket and sponge.
12.If using toilet for just peeing, throw toilet paper away and not in the toilet (in a separate lined bin that’s
cleaned daily). This will cut down on backing up of toilet paper in the toilet allowing you to extend time
between flushes with grey water.
13.Baking soda can control toilet paper odours if throwing toilet paper away.
14.Fill toilet cistern with water rather than pour into toilet - use grey water for this. Use vinegar in the toilet
and drains to help with any odours and bacteria.
15.Clean with microfibre cloths or rags as sponges become unsanitary. Easier to clean cloths and hanging
up immediately can delay them smelling.
16.Eat straight from the braai! No pots or pans to wash.
17.Use apple cider vinegar to naturally deodorize your armpits and go without showering.
18.Wear breathable fabrics like cotton to avoid odours developing from sweat and bacteria.
19.If you do have to wash plates, pans, cutlery, etc., wipe mess and dirt off with paper towel, to make water
less dirty.
20.Instead of pouring water into sink, pour into plastic tub -you can reuse dirty water in toilet.
21.Clean counters with disposable wipes.
22.Vinegar can also be used for wiping and cleaning, with paper towels, without having to rinse down
counters.
23.Where possible, use organic or biodegradable materials to minimise environmental waste. Please also be
mindful of your plastic usage.
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BOOK CORNER
Delise Thompson

Defiance: The Life and Choices of Lady Anne Barnard
A biography of Lady Anne Barnard.
Author: Stephen Taylor
Faber & Faber; 2016; 400 pages

When my son-in-law comes to SA to visit family, he always brings me a
book, and I have always enjoyed reading them. This time I was rather
surprised by his choice. Lady Anne Barnard! I thought I knew as much as
there was to know about her – her special bathing place at the foot of
Table Mountain, and the four years from 1797 she spent at the Cape of
Good Hope as official hostess during the first British Occupation. So I was
a little surprised by his choice.
Then I started reading, and I was captivated. Stephen Taylor is the first
person to have been given access to her memoirs, which add up to six
volumes that have never been published before.
Dipping into Anne’s archive transported him to another time and other
worlds. Anne had grown up in the brilliant milieu of Edinburgh during the
Enlightenment, engaging with local intellectuals and demonstrating that
she could hold her own in exchanges with the famous Samuel Johnson (of
“When a man is tired of London, he is tired of life” fame). On moving to
London she became a leading society figure. Apart from all her talents as
poet, musician, artist and hostess, it was her warm heart I found so
admirable, but I suppose what defined her most was her “defiance of
convention”.

ART WITH HEART
If you are wondering what this (photo on the left) is, I dare you to go hunting for it
in the Botanical Gardens. These beautiful ‘products’ of the Lotus flower is now to
be seen in the pond. You might be lucky to still find a flower (photo below) too.
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NEWSFLASHES AND FEEDBACK
Madrigals off to New York
Help send the Stellenbosch Madrigal Singers to
New York!
The Stellenbosch Madrigal Singers (featuring our congregation’s
very own Harri Kemp) have been invited to take part in The King’s
Singers 50th anniversary concert at Carnegie Hall, New York City,
in April 2018. As avid supporters and performers of The King’s
Singers’ music, this is a golden opportunity for SMS to perform
with some of their musical heroes.
Of course, the cost of making such a dream come true is
considerable. If you would like to help get SMS to Carnegie Hall,
please click on the following link to learn more about this once-ina-lifetime opportunity and to make a donation:
https://www.thundafund.com/project/stel_madrigal_nyc_2018
In addition, you are invited to attend their fundraising concert in
Somerset West on 23 February. Come and hear what the New
Yorkers have to look forward to!  See the flyer for details.

Outreach Christmas lunch at church

A beautifully decorated hall and fantastic food
prepared with much love and care by the Outreach
Committee. Here Ebenise and Daniel are putting
the final touches to some of the delicious dishes.
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Christening
Confirmation and christenings on 3 December

Ayamkele (right) here with mom
Anothando Sdlova, is one of the
children who were baptized.

Kayamandi stationery handout to learners
On 14 January, just before
the 2018 school year started,
our Kayamandi members
handed out stationery
parcels to all the pupils.

Networking
Our organist, Estelle, offers music lessons for all! Skills you could acquire or improve include improvisation,
composing songs, classical and jazz/pop piano, opera and pop singing, organ lessons, theory of music
lessons and Gr. 8-12 school music. The cost is R250 for 1 hour and R130 for 30 minutes for church
congregants. For your convenience, Estelle will come to your house. Contact Estelle at estellevd@gmail.com
or meet her at the organ after Sunday service.

Enrique Miller is offering part-time work. He has a mobile cleaning kit used for cars, driveways, etc.
Contact Enrique on 082 335 9125.
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WAYS TO GET INVOLVED
Prayer meeting

Kayamandi Trauma Centre

A prayer group led by Tony meets in his
office every Tuesday at 10h00. He begins
with a short reading and then encourages
folks to “pray as they are led” either out loud,
or to participate by listening to the prayers of
others. Currently a group of eight meet
every week. During this time, the secretary’s
office is closed.

We give boiled eggs instead of soup at the
soup kitchen in the warmer weather, so we
need donations to buy eggs, please.
Contact Carol Chase: 021 887 1781,
crlchase@gmail.com, 073 534 3738.

Bible study
Tony is leading a Bible study in the meeting
room every Wednesday from 10h00-11h30.
All welcome.

Clothes
Don’t forget to bring clothing and household
goods for our Love to Give project, as well
as any baby and children’s clothes for
Louise to take to the hospital.

Books
A wonderful new selection of books and
CDs are available in the hall at R20 each.
The total for this year is R670! Thanks for all
your support.

Cards
Marion Smit has made beautiful Christmas
cards. R5 each. All proceeds go to our
Benevolent Fund to support those in need.

UPCOMING (and some past) EVENTS
Did you know that 3 February was International “Eat Ice Cream
for Breakfast” day.
Wed 14 Feb

Sun 18 Feb
Sun 25 Feb
Fri 2 Mar
Sun 4 Mar
Sun 11 Mar
Sun 18 Mar
Sun 25 Mar
Wed 28 Mar
Fri 30 Mar
Sun 1 Apr
Mon 2 Apr
Tues 10 Apr

ASH WEDNESDAY
Blood Donor Day
International Book Giving Day
Valentine’s Day
First Sunday in Lent
Second Sunday in Lent
World Day of Prayer
Third Sunday in Lent
Fourth Sunday in Lent
Emergency fund fundraising in Kayamandi
Fifth Sunday in Lent
Sixth Sunday in Lent - Liturgy of the Palms - PALM SUNDAY
Schools close
GOOD FRIDAY
EASTER SUNDAY
Family Day
Schools re-open

Crafts for Christ meet every second Thursday of the month from 10h00 - 12h00
in the church hall. Contact Lani Bredenkamp (082 648 8646).
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